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Brookstone Capital Management Named to 2015 Financial Times
300 Top Registered Investment Advisers

WHEATON, IL – June 18, 2015 – Brookstone Capital Management (BCM) is pleased to announce that it has
been named to the Financial Times (FT) 300 Top Registered Investment Advisers for the second
consecutive year. The list recognizes top independent RIA firms from across the U.S. Founded in 2006,
BCM has more than doubled its AUM over the past two years to approximately $1.7 Billion, with $700 Million
added in just the past 12 months alone.
This is the second annual FT 300 list, produced independently by the FT in collaboration with Ignites
Research, a subsidiary of the FT that provides business intelligence on the investment management
industry. More than 2,000 elite RIA firms were invited to apply for consideration, based on their assets under
management (AUM). 630 RIA firms were then graded on six criteria: AUM; AUM growth rate; years in
existence; advanced industry credentials; online accessibility; and compliance records.
“We are thrilled about making this list again,” said BCM Founder and CEO, Dean Zayed, who cites the focus
on new technologies, comprehensive training, and innovative investment managers as important factors in
BCM’s growth. BCM consistently performs extensive analyses and reassessments of its platform to quickly
evolve and embrace the dual mandate of limiting large losses while delivering competitive risk-adjusted
th
returns. “We have evolved beyond the status quo, 20 -century approach to investing. In today’s volatile
markets, it is very apparent that simply beating a benchmark means you could still lose a significant portion
of a client’s wealth. At BCM, we developed a unique approach of diversifying across multiple, risk-managed
strategies. This allows you to manage wealth for both performance and protection, and an indication of our
success is being named to the Financial Times 300 list”

About Brookstone Capital Management
Founded in 2006, Brookstone Capital Management (BCM) is a SEC Registered Investment Advisor firm
providing fee-based asset management services. BCM offers investment management through a select
network of independent advisor representatives, offering portfolios that span conservative, moderate, and
growth oriented risk tolerances. Founder and CEO Dean Zayed established Brookstone with the singular
goal of forging strategic relationships with independent advisors to support all aspects of their fee-based
advisory business.
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